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Abstract  
The “token+constraint” (T+C) paradigm for tangible interfaces was introduced almost twenty 

years ago. To what extent has this paradigm been engaged in practice? We conducted a 

systematic literature review of the articles citing the original T+C paper. Approximately 30% 

of these works actually implement a tangible constraint. We also observed that it was difficult 

to analyze the adequacy of a system with the T+C paradigm. Hence, we propose a heuristic 

grid that gathers, synthesizes, and simplifies the design guidelines and benefits mentioned in 

the original T+C article toward enabling others to design, develop and evaluate systems that 

take full advantage of the T+C concept. 
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1. Introduction 

In 2005, Ullmer, Ishii, and Jacob [1] classified tangible user interfaces (TUIs) into three main (non-exhaustive) 

types: “interactive surface” where users manipulate physical objects on digitally augmented flat surfaces; 

“constructive assembly” which uses modular elements for instance inspired by LEGO™-like objects; and 

“token+constraint” (T+C). Tokens are defined as “discrete physical objects which represent digital information”, 

and constraints as “confining regions that are mapped to digital operations”, and which are “frequently embodied 

as structures that mechanically channel how tokens can be manipulated, often limiting their movement to a single 

degree of freedom”. Further it is defined that “placing and manipulating tokens within systems of constraints can 

be used to invoke and control a variety of computational interpretations.”   

The first two categories are often used for geometric or spatial representations, while T+C particularly supports 

interaction with “abstract digital information that has no inherent physical representation nor any intrinsic 

physical language for its manipulation”. T+C interfaces have interesting properties such as engaging kinesthetic 

awareness and passive haptic feedback, thus prospectively reducing visual load of the person interacting with the 

system. This article attempts to engage two research questions: What is the impact of the token+constraint 

paradigm in the realization and experimentation of published tangible prototypes for the 15 years interim (2005 – 

2020)? How can the structural and functional nature of a token+constraint prototype best be characterized, and 

how can one measure the degree to which systems engage the proposed benefits for such paradigm? 

2. Systematic Literature Review 

We conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) [2] toward understanding what published instantiations have 

explicitly employed the token+constraint interaction paradigm. For this purpose, we considered all articles citing 
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the original TOCHI article [1] in Google Scholar, as of June 29, 2020. We then filtered the articles not in English 

(24 articles), without peer review committees (40), with duplicated content (37), without tangible interactive 

system (theoretical model or not TUI-centric) (51) and 15 errors (no citation or not found). This reduced the 

number from 255 to 88 articles (see Appendix A1 for a complete list of references).  

We then considered the 88 resulting systems from the perspective of the T+C interaction paradigm. 26 articles 

introduce prototypes which instantiate at least one tangible constraint in their examples. This 30% ratio stems 

from  T+C article been mainly cited as a taxonomy of TUI, sometimes instead of or in combination with MCRit 

[3] and TAC [4]. Eleven articles describe technologies to implement TUI using toolkits [5]–[7], new sensing 

technologies [8]–[10], or by instantiating generic reusable tangible widgets [11]–[15]. The 15 remaining articles 

are application use cases for professional uses [16]–[19], teaching purposes [20]–[23], domestic uses [24]–[28], 

for children in a library [29] and for a group of visitors in a museum [30]. We classified the citations of the T+C 

article according to Girouard et al. [31] (high-level citation means the cited work has a direct influence; low-level 

citation helps lay a foundation of the work, but its omission would not be critical; see coding in the second column 

of the table in Appendix A2). We observed that technology-driven works made full use of the T+C concept, and 

sometimes even enhanced it: seven high-level citations modulated by the inclusion of two of Ullmer's subsequent 

articles, three medium level and one superficial citations (see A2). Altogether more than half of the use cases 

seemed to draw at least partial motivation from T+C (nine high-level, four medium level and two superficial). 

The original T+C article discussed constraints as prospectively realizing physical expressions of digital syntax.  

Regarding this, most prototypes (17 out of 26) allow the manipulation of abstract data, i.e. data which is neither 

geometric nor spatial. T+C interaction can be composed of two phases: the association phase, where the user 

places the token in the constraint; and the manipulation phase, where the user manipulates the token inside the 

constraint. The majority of prototypes used only the association phase of the T+C paradigm (17 out of 26, and 

even 13 out of 15 for concrete use cases), in contrast with the original article’s anticipations of a greater use of 

the manipulation phase [1]. Six prototypes use a single constraint [13], [16], [21], [25]–[27], and thus it could be 

argued that they employ a limited syntax of use. Five prototypes use loose constraints [7], [18], [21], [25], [26] 

and thus arguably make weaker use of the constraints concept. A large constraint size compared to the size of 

tokens results in less passive haptic feedback. Moreover, if constraints are much larger than tokens, it is harder 

for the users to identify which tokens and constraints match since compatibility of tokens and constraints is 

expressed through their shapes. 

Since we observed an interest for T+C in the SLR, and given our optimism regarding the benefits listed below of 

T+C systems, we revisit the original article [1] as a heuristic grid. We believe existing and future prototypes 

employing this approach, and associated grid as guideline, can be enriched by this in-depth analysis of their 

relationship to the T+C paradigm. 

3. Heuristic Design Grid 

To derive a heuristic design grid, we systematically identified the properties listed in the original article [1]. We 

focused on the sections describing the paradigm (ibid. section 2), the benefits (ibid. section 2.3) and the T+C 

approach from the perspective of the five questions of Bellotti et al. [32] (ibid. section 5). 

Section 2 (ibid.) describes the different components of the T+C concept. From this, we can identify core and 

peripheral properties related to the general composition of the T+C systems (Table 1, “General composition” in 

yellow, properties pg1 to pg6). We have defined as core the properties stated without conditional terms such as 

“may”, “can” or “often” (marked with “*” in Table 1). We suggest that a prototype can be regarded as a T+C 

system if it fulfills all core properties.  

Section 2.3 (ibid.) further lists a set of benefits related to the embodiment of numeric syntax (Table 1, "Syntax" 

in blue). The physical forms of constraints convey the compatibility between information (tokens) and digital 

operations (constraints) (ps1). They also restrict the possible placements of tokens to a limited number of 

configurations with defined meanings (ps2). Finally, the clear delineations of the constraints indicate the different 

algorithmic functions (ps3). Section 2.3 continues with a list of usage and implementational benefits, allowing us 

to supplement Table 1 with the sections “Interactions” (green), “Implementation” (orange) and “Use” (grey). In 

the “Human perception” section in [1], authors indicate that constraints facilitate the externalization of cognitive  

load. To rephrase this property, we refer to section 3.2.1, which explains the usefulness of exploratory actions (as 



Table 1: T+C heuristic grid applied on Prim Box (PB) and Tokens of Search (ToS) (√: yes, χ: no). 
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PB ToS 

General Composition 

Pg1 The interface presents at least one mobile physical object (token). * √ √ 

Pg2 A token embodies digital data.   √ √ 

Pg3 
The interface has at least one mechanically restricted area in which a token can be placed 

(constraint). * 
√ √ 

Pg4 A constraint embodies a digital operation.   √ √ 

Pg5 
The user can place a token in a constraint (association). This association is interpreted by 

the system. * 
√ √ 

Pg6 
The user can manipulate a token within a constraint along a single DOF (translation, 

rotation). This manipulation is interpreted by the system.   
χ χ 

Syntax 

Ps1 
The interface uses the physical characteristics of the constraints (such as shape and size) 

to indicate which tokens are compatible.  
χ √ 

Ps2 The interface uses constraints to mechanically limit the possible token configurations.  χ √ 

Ps3 The different algorithmic functions are embodied in separate constraints.  √ √ 

Ps4 The interface allows to group tokens and constraints to form patterns   χ χ 

Interactions 

Pc1 The constraints of the interface use passive haptic feedback. * √ √ 

Pc2 The interface uses active force feedback.   χ χ 

Pc3 The interface allows interactions not detected by the system. 
 

√ √ 

Pc4 The interface allows to manipulate several tokens at the same time.   χ χ 

Pc5 The area of interaction is clearly defined by constraints. * √ √ 

Pc6 

The interface uses additional feedbacks (audio, visual, haptic) for each entry, exit and/or 

token movement within a constraint. 

Their embodiment is 1) distant, 2) environmental, 3) nearby, 4) full. 
 

√ 

(1) 

√ 

(1) 

Implementation 

Pi1 The interface uses flexible and easily accessible sensor technologies. * √ √ 

Pi2 The interface is embedded.   χ χ 

Pi3 The interface uses constraints to simplify the detection of system states.  √ √ 

Pi4 Constraints define a limited number of finite states for the system.  √ √ 

Pi5 Tokens are tagged with unique IDs.  √ √ 

Pi6 The interface uses robust sensor technologies. 
 

√ √ 

Use (needing experimental validation) 

Pu1 The interface reduces the need for visual attention.       

Pu2 The interface improves kinesthetic awareness.       

Pu3 The interface allows the externalization of the cognitive load.       



opposed to performative actions) in human cognition (pc3). As this is not the only possible explanation, we also 

included the externalization of the cognitive load in the properties to be tested (pu3). 

Section 5 then analyzes the benefits and drawbacks of the T+C approach according to Bellotti et al.’s framework 

(ibid. section 5, p.106). The conceptual and technological responses provided by the original paper [1] to Belloti 

et al.’s questions (“address”, “attention”, “action”, “alignment”, “accident”) [32] allow us to identify 

complementary properties (pc5 for “address”, pc6 and pi5 for “attention”). However, if a more complex result 

needs to be displayed, it is often done next to the T+C system, e.g., on a screen. This raises the issue of the distance 

between the place of action and the place of result display, common to TUI in general. We then propose to include 

a scale in the pc6 property expressing the distance between action and perception areas, based on Fishkin's 

“embodiment” scale [33]: 1) distant, 2) environmental, 3) nearby, 4) full. 

Thanks to this analysis, we identified a heuristic grid of 24 core or optional items (Table 1) to guide the design of 

token+constraint systems. This work is a pragmatic and operational reformulation of the article [1]. 

4. Use cases 

We illustrate the use of the heuristic grid defined in the previous section with two prototypes issued from the SLR: 

PrimBox [21] and Tokens of Search [25]. We selected these works since they are concrete applications of the T+C 

paradigm, which cite it explicitly (descriptive or generative level) and have been tested in real conditions with 

several participants. The results are shown in Table 1, and discussed below. 

  

Figure 1: left) PrimBox prototype [21] (image source: [21]), right) Tokens of Search prototype [25] 
(image source: courtesy of the authors). 

 
PrimBox ([21], Figure 1 left) uses physical geometric shapes (pg1) that embody these artifacts in a virtual 3D 

environment (pg2). By placing a physical shape inside a box (pg3, pg5), it is added in the virtual environment 

(pg4). The user can then modify the properties of the shape by placing a card (position, size, color, rotation) on a 

RFID reader and manipulating sliders on the sides of the box [10]. The manipulation phase is not used (pg6), but 

could be considered to modify the position and rotation of 3D objects, rather than using sliders. The size and shape 

of the box do not allow identifying whether it is dedicated to 3D shapes instead of property cards (ps1), and 

whether it can accommodate one or more objects inside (ps2). All core properties are validated, allowing us to 

regard PrimBox as a T+C prototype. The heuristic grid also highlights usability issues and possible improvement 

through design guidelines, such as using manipulation phase to modify the 3D objects properties. 

Tokens of Search ([25], Figure 1 right) uses three kinds of objects (knot, rope and sticker) (pg1) to store URLs 

(pg2). The system also includes a wooden tray with a storage area and a circular RFID reader area (pg3). When 

an object is placed in the reader area (pg5), the URL associated to the object (pg4) is displayed on a touch screen 

[25]. The size of the constraint only allows one token at a time (ps2), as only one URL can be opened at the same 

time. All tokens are compatible with the constraint in terms of shape (ps1). The syntax of use is thus clearer than 

with PrimBox. The families taking part in the user study pointed out the lack of integration of the wooden tray in 

the house environment as a limitation (pi2). Users also had to develop strategies to separate tokens already 

associated with URLs from empty tokens. All core properties are validated, allowing us to regard Tokens of Search 

as a T+C prototype. Some design improvements can be identified from the heuristic grid analysis, for instance 

proposing additional containers for sorting the objects (pc3). 



5. Discussion 

The examples PrimBox and Tokens of Search show potential uses of the heuristic grid. The notion of core criteria 

helps assess if a prototype can be classified as T+C. As demonstrated above, both examples can both be regarded 

as T+C. The general composition properties (pg1..pg6) and syntax properties (ps1..ps3) allow characterization of 

prototypes according to the T+C paradigm in a standardized way. They also allow to compare the prototypes and 

their interaction syntax. For example, the interaction syntax of Tokens of Search is more explicit than the one of 

PrimBox, as the constraint’s size allows only one token at a time. The interaction properties (pc1..pc6) assist 

reflecting about the uses and highlight prospective usability concerns. For example: affordance (pc5) and feedback 

(pc1, pc2), or distance between feedback and action areas (pc6). Not all properties “need” to be fulfilled, and 

some may even be contradictory (e.g., pc4: manipulation of several tokens at the same time and pc5: clear 

definition of the interaction zone). However, thinking explicitly about the most appropriate options allows 

informed design choices. The grid can also foster creativity: e.g., pc3 suggests using several untracked storage 

areas for the separation problem of Tokens of Search. This would match the example of the labeled plates of the 

Marble Answering Machine [34]. For PrimBox, pg6 could suggest using the manipulation phase to set the objects’ 

position and orientation. Implementation properties, in turn, guide the implementation phase to foster reliability 

and flexibility of the prototype (e.g., using RFID instead of image processing, pi1). Finally, use properties require 

experimental validation. Their addition may encourage researchers/designers working on T+C prototypes to 

empirically experiment with them and thus increase the general knowledge on this paradigm and its properties. 

We used Fishkin's taxonomy [33] to clarify the feedback embodiment in terms of distance between input and 

output (pc6, Table 1). This taxonomy has a second axis: the metaphor axis, ranging from “no metaphor” to 

“complete metaphor,” through the metaphors of “noun” (the form is similar to a real object), “verb” (the action is 

similar to an action in the real world) and “noun and verb” (the form and action are similar to those of a real-life 

object). The authors of the original T+C article [1] focused on abstract data without physical representations, so 

metaphors are weakly engaged in their examples. However, we note that many examples from the SLR use 

figurative tokens (geometric shapes, characters, stones, keys, etc.) and, less often, figurative constraints (doll’s 

house, human-shaped puzzle). It might therefore be interesting to also cross-check the properties of our heuristic 

grid with this additional axis. Property pg2 on embodying data in tokens could potentially be related to the “noun” 

metaphor, and property pg4 on embodying actions in constraints with the “verb” metaphor. Even if it goes beyond 

the initial concept of token+constraint, this direction seems promising. 

6. Conclusion 

In this article, we examined the token+constraint paradigm [1]. To better understand the impact of the T+C 

paradigm in the realization and experimentation of published tangible prototypes between 2005 and 2020, we 

conducted a systematic review of the literature. The SLR indicated that, although the TOCHI article was widely 

cited, few prototypes can be regarded as T+C (30%). We also noted that it was complex to decide based on the 

initial article whether a prototype matches the initial paradigm or takes full advantage of its prospective benefits.  

Thus, we proposed a heuristic grid of 24 properties divided into five categories, revisiting the original work, to 

investigate how the structural and functional nature of a prototype employing the T+C paradigm can best be 

characterized, and how one can measure the degree to which systems engage the proposed benefits for such 

paradigm. This grid supports description of prototypes according to a common T+C vocabulary, to assess their 

engagement with the concept, to compare prototypes, and to inform the design and development of T+C systems. 

The last part of the heuristic grid also encourages empirical experimentation of its theoretical benefits. We 

demonstrated this grid with two examples from the systematic literature review (PrimBox, Tokens of Search). We 

hope the reframing of the initial T+C paper [1] will enable others to design, develop and evaluate systems that 

engage the concept, and advance theoretical knowledge on this paradigm by supporting it with empirical work. 
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A. APPENDICES 

A.1 Systematic Literature Review – references 

Articles included in the SLR citing Ullmer et al. (2005): in English, featuring a tangible prototype, and published 

in a conference or peer-reviewed journal (only one article per set of duplicates). T+C indicates whether the 

tangible prototype implements at least one physical constraint (1: yes, 0: no). 

ID Reference T+C? 

4 Follmer, Sean, et al. "inFORM: dynamic physical affordances and constraints through 

shape and object actuation." Uist. Vol. 13. 2013. 

1 

7 Patten, James, and Hiroshi Ishii. "Mechanical constraints as computational constraints in 

tabletop tangible interfaces." Proceedings of the SIGCHI conference on Human factors 

in computing systems. ACM, 2007. 

0 

8 Fernaeus, Ylva, and Jakob Tholander. "Finding design qualities in a tangible 

programming space." Proceedings of the SIGCHI conference on Human Factors in 

computing systems. ACM, 2006. 

0 

11 Wakkary, Ron, and Marek Hatala. "Situated play in a tangible interface and adaptive 

audio museum guide." Personal and Ubiquitous Computing 11.3 (2007): 171-191. 

0 
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A.2 Classification of the T+C prototypes of the SLR 

Classification of the 26 works citing the original work [1] and implementing at least one physical constraint. 

Citation type is based on the classification of Girouard et al. [31]; 

• “cursory” or superficial quote,  

• “descriptive” describing the methodology or the arguments,  

• “term” using the term as a usual word,  

• “supportive” supporting a fact,  

• “justification” supporting an argument,  

• “analysis” evaluating the citing work,  

• “critique” discussing limitations of the cited work,  

• “generative” where the cited work inspires or informs the design of the citing work.  

We used the color code from the original article by Girouard et al. to show the impacts within the cited articles 

(in blue for superficial citations, in green for low-level citations, in red for high-level citations). 

Field is the field of application. Users indicates the target users. Nb indicates whether the system is multi (Mu), 

mono (Mo) or dual user (Du). Test indicates whether tests have been carried out in the laboratory (L) or in real 



conditions (R) with at least one tangible constraint and for how many users at the same time. Technology indicates 

the technology used for token detection. Stand-Alone/Integrated indicates whether the T+C system is integrated 

into another technical device. Data type indicates whether the data is geometric/spatial or abstract. A/M indicates 

whether the prototype uses the association phase alone (A) or along with the manipulation phase (AM). Nb C 

indicates the number of constraints (n = several, NxT = number per token). 
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